CLINIC ANALYSE.

A few days ago, returning from the Dental Forum held in Paris, I wondered what could explain this
profound change in the great "masses" of equipment for the dental prosthesis.
worldwide by teams interested in this new idea, but
mostly remain unrealized.

Dr François DURET
Ph.D. Medicine /
BH

Forty years ago, we focused on plaster cutters, wax
knives and casting machines of all kinds. Today,
everything is computer or robotic. In smaller stands,
there are new specialists in this thriving discipline,
dental CAD / CAM. The question is no longer "is it
good?” Or "is it bad?"
On all lips, only one certainty: this new technology has
become a necessity.

But who remembers all the necessary efforts deployed
to achieve this?
This story, that I am often asked to tell "as long as I'm
still here ..." to quote comments often stated,
appeared in France at Christmas 70, in a changing
scientific world....».
It has emerged gradually from itself and without
support, except probably that of prosthetists and basic
practitioners who loved so much their daily work that
they saw it as an enhancement of their knowledge.
They were not wrong because the result gave them
reason and I will continue to constantly thank them.
How much are we still able to talk about this
contemporary story, probably a dozen, but certainly
the 4 people you see on one of my favorite pictures:
Sadami Tsutsumi, Dianne Rekow, Werner Möerman
and myself. We are in Los Angeles in 1991 and ten
years of madness have passed (Image 1).

Benefiting from the immense talent of Denis Gabor,
Nobel Prize in physics for his work on holography, Leitz
encouraged some of his students to use this technique.
The object was to visualize and optically store the teeth
positioning in order to carry out a large study
conducted by American orthodontists, Burston
leading. These works were in the spirit of elastometry
techniques conducted by Savara or Lang, but
holography was never a measurement method, just a
3D visualization technique.
It was only a few years later that in France (Duret), then
in the USA (Altschuler and Swinson) and finally in Japan
(Mori) that the idea of manufacturing prostheses by
computer was proposed, more or less deftly according
to the authors. As I said, holography measuring no
objects, we had to find something else: it was
interferometry. Of course, these were only working
hypotheses, but 12 years later, only the French team
led them to the first known public validation,
mandatory step for any invention.
Our colleagues were able to see and touch the first
dental CAD / CAM system (Garancière 1983) and then
attend the first realization of a crown during the ADF
session in 1985.
From that date, and during ten years, everything went
very quickly. The first Cerec, "The Lemon" (Image 2),
was presented by the tandem Moerman / Brandestini,
a device very quickly under the control of the large
German group Siemens and then Sirona.

Image 1: Tsutsumi, Rekow, Möerman and Duret in Los
Angeles in 1991

Before this decade, some works have been launched

Image 2: Möerman and Brandestini, the Lemon Cerec, in
1985
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From the outset, were outlined two major lines of development,
the all in dental practice or "Chair side" of Cerec 1 and the mixed
dental practice / laboratory of the French company Hennson
(Images 3a and 3b).

Image 4: Example of a missing system: the Ritter's CAD / CAM
Image 3a: The Hennson system, in 1986

Image 3b: CAD /CAM impression taking, in 1987

The first had modest ambitions but very reasonable price by
limiting the inlays, onlays and veneers.
The second proposed all prostheses from inlay to the full bridge
including dentures and orthodontic treatments.
This last concept is, it seems to me, taken up by all the systems
today, including the very friendly Cerec.
This was also the starting point for newcomers, all from European
teams. First of all, the Procera by Matts Andersson, then the Cicero
Van der Zel, the DCS and finally, in the early 90s, a European version
of the DentiCad supported by Bego. In the US as in Japan, the works
were then only supported by universities and do not result in
industrial applications.
All devices were closed systems making any gateway impossible
from one to the other.
This period was also marked by the demonstrations in congress of
two teams, one of Vienna (France) with Hennson and the other of
Zurich with Cerec. Other systems were then little known, and in any
case, not yet used.
We discovered new ones at each IDS congress but many
disappeared even before they pass the stage of industrialization.
We could cite a dozen, since the Ritter in Germany (Image 4), the
aesthetic Cad of Ivoclar and the Ceramatic in Sweden or the Dexi
(Nissan) in Japan.
While teams were in full development, others presented their
results (Möerman and Duret) to convince our colleagues and
strengthen their position vis-à-vis financiers eager for concrete
results and commercially exploitable.

In the early 90s, a new concept appeared: the development of
centers of industrial production of prosthetics with the Procera
system.
We mentioned this opportunity in the 70, but Matts Andersson
brilliantly put into practice in Göteborg.
We were going to approach the new decade with three main areas
of development: the chair side, the dental practice / laboratory
system and the centralized production in relation with the
laboratories.
All systems were still "closed", computer science speaking, and this
would last until 2005.
Three reasons can explain this situation:
The accuracy of a CAD / CAM device passes through the control
of each step (optical impression, CAD and machining) but in an
emerging system, the fact of using components from different
sources can adversely affect the final outcome by making any
technical intervention difficult.
Development teams were still few and the opportunities we have
today did not exist. It was the same regarding communications
systems and languages that were specific to each developer.
Finally, and above all, the return to the investment effort made
by the industrialists necessarily going through the sale of materials,
which were, by definition, the consumables of this type of machine.
The margin on expensive machines being low, each one intended
to catch up on the daily consumption, which necessarily limited the
open system principle.
Until 2005, only closed systems were proposed. By contrast, in
1995/1997, a new event would give a second wind to the dental
CAD / CAM
While large groups were very interested from afar to this new way
of making prostheses, the success of the Cerec 2 and 3, and the rise
of the most impressive Procera turnover, alerted them. Advertisers
changed, the old ones disappeared in favor of a new IT experienced
generation and Kavo, 3M, GC, Degussa / Dentsply, Bego, Vita
(companions of the first hour of Cerec) ... became involved more
and more strongly in dental CAD / CAM.
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Meanwhile, the old ones, with their expertise, consolidated their
position and developed new generations (Sirona, Procera) or were
taken over by financial (Hennson / Sopha who became Cynovad).

Nothing was really new in applications (inlays, caps, crowns, small
bridges or veneers) and these systems were still closed
What changed was the material.

In 2000, the systems were presented in three types of
configuration:

Indeed, the continual criticism that was to dental CADCAM (besides
the price), was that it required the use of unsightly conventional
materials (titanium or composite) or ceramic weakened by
machining (Empress or Dycor’s micro fractures).

The Chair side (Cerec 2 and then 3) (Image 5)

That is why, in the late 90s, these large groups have worked to find
alternatives to previously used materials. Certainly Vita sought (and
found) interesting solutions but this was limited to the Cerec and
unit elements.

Image 5: Cerec 3, in 2005

The all-in laboratory (Everest from Kavo, GNI from GC (Image 6),
Cercom from Degussa (Image 7) Lava from 3M, Pro 50 from
Cynovad)

Image 6: GNI from GC, in 2003

The big name would happen: zirconia.
Its appearance at Degussa and GC then at all manufacturers gave a
second youth to CAD / CAM. This material was not content to be
machined in HIP but also green TZP stage, expansion cannot be
mastered by the CAD software.
In addition, the TZP allowed to use small processing units, while
providing the removal of metal reinforcements in favor of aesthetic
ceramic structures.
Soon, we would even be able to choose the hue underlying
ceramisation in full bridges.
It must be said that after a somewhat slow start, success was
immense. With dental CADCAM it were possible to machine
aesthetic frames and ... strong.
All companies have therefore integrated into their catalog the
machining of a "home" zirconia and have only develop machining
methods increasingly sophisticated.
From a machine tool axes 3 1/2 like that of Hennson in 1985, we
moved to a 4-axis then to a 5-axis of Kavo. The working spindles
have become extremely powerful and specific axes of displacement
around 5 microns.
Machining centers, as we call this type of machine, replaced the
small CNC machine tools of 90s. This had a second repercussion:
prosthetics manufacturing centers have proliferated and with
them, some major actors such as Straumann or GC.
We also saw laboratories, passionate CFAO turn into production
centers for themselves and their colleagues.
It is impossible to mention them all but Glildewell California or
Rotzaert in Canada are good examples.
A new profession was born among prosthetists, that of CAD / CAM
specialist and / or that of manufacturer of frames or caps for his
colleagues.
This has not been as good as hoped; benefitting from the
transmission of optical impressions taken (scanned) over the
Internet, large laboratories, real cities of over 2000 technicians
have appeared in Asian countries like China or Viet Nam.
No doubt that these establishments are due to the profit motive
but also and above all to two computer elements that have gone
unnoticed by non-specialists: the opening of systems and the
universal communication language like STL.

Image 7: Cercom from Degussa, in 2002

The mixed dental practice / production center (Procera or Pro 50
from Cynovad).

It is indeed, in the years 2003-2005, that appeared the first open
systems, we should say the first independent components. Until
now, you had to have the same brand from the scanner to the
machine tools (and even the material).
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From this date, it was possible to buy a completely closed system
but also a scanner of a brand (e.g.: 3shape) a CAD of another brand
(e.g.: Dental Wings) and a machine tools of a third brand (like
Roders, Sescoi, or DMG).
The only constraint was (and still remains) to have the perfect
communication (compatibility) between the various elements of
the chain.

You will probably tell me "and about software?”.
I must say that everything was described and discovered by
Hennson and software you use today are those that were in the
CAD/CAM machines in 1987. Admittedly, the image quality is better
and the computer smaller and faster, but everything was there,
including, in mid-1995, automatic recognition of dental ridges,
margin lines or ... cusps for distort the theoretical teeth in memory.
After this development, very fast when compared to other
relatively complex new technologies, CAD / CAM appears today in
different forms that it seems interesting to portray quickly.

Components

A CAD system, processing and designing the prosthesis which has
the function of making visible the impression, making it possible to
materialize (prototyping) and enabling the operator to build
(model) the prosthesis. Supported by a computer workstation of
good quality, it contains software for creating all forms of
prostheses (depending on the type of device) ranging from inlay to
more complex bridges.
Special applications allow the modeling of prostheses or ODF
treatments. A remarkable application introduced by Matts
Andersson for Nobel Biocare is the surgical assistance,
implementation, positioning, modeling and design of the implants
in all forms.
A material realization system, real manufacturing unit, which can
work by addition (Bego fusion) or subtraction (milling, ultra
sound...).
This ranges from the small appliance integrated into the dental
practice (Cerec 3D) to the huge industrial machine tools with CNC
for large laboratories or manufacturing units (Image. 9).
If there is any size, also we find all degrees of sophistication.
All materials are machinable, more or less quickly (between 5 and
30 minutes per element), with more or less precision (usually below
10 microns).

As in the early days, a CAD / CAM system consists of three perfectly
identifiable units:
The measuring system, whose function is to digitize the dental
impression so that its coordinates can be introduced and processed
by a computer.
It is more of a measuring system than an impression system. These
systems, having use mechanical probes (Procera) during a period,
only use optical methods hence the name "optical impression".
This element consists of a light source (generally represented by
projecting a structured light in the form of dots, lines or grids) and
a sensor or "camera" CCD. Behind these components exist units to
filter, digitize and structure the data so that they are assimilated by
the CAD unit.
It can be endo-oral (Cerec, Lava Cos (Image. 8), Cadent / ltero, IOS,
E4D, Hint-els ...) or in the form of a standing drive known as scanner
(3 shape, Cynoprod ...).

Image 9: DMG PH 3|100 machine.

We must point out that the aesthetic cover must always be
performed by the prosthetist and that this characterization, made
on CAD elements, is comparable today to traditional systems. This
justifies a close connection between the cabinet and the laboratory
that decide to use this technology.
These three components are interconnected in different
configurations, with a specific computer language (closed system)
or universal (open system).
a.
Image 8: Lac Cos, in 2008

We have the "all-in-one" if the three elements come together
in one place.
You can multiply any component based on requests received
by the dental practice or laboratory.
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These systems are generally small (Cercom), medium (Cerec or
Bien air) or large (Lava, Everest).
b.

We also have remote systems, where the scanner (with or
without CAD) is in the laboratory (rarely in the dental practices)
and where the manufacturing unit is located in major
manufacturing centers (Straumann, Procera ...).

Recently, some laboratories have specialized vis-à-vis their
colleagues in ensuring their CAD design and machining, allowing
the applicant prosthetist characterizing and finishing the prosthetic
piece (Mr. Bousquet in my area).

This configuration limits the investment burden for small
laboratories wishing to use the CAD/CAM and integrate the zirconia
in the range of their materials.
But to know more about some systems, to no longer be afraid to
use them, I encourage you to read the following, written articles,
for you, by our colleagues who very often use dental CAD/CAM.
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